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A car lies buried beneath a mountain of snow turned over by snowplows in a Millett Hall parking lot. Up to 10
inches of snow fell in parts of the Miami Valley starting early Monday morning, nearly matching the record of 12.2
inches on Jan. 26, 1978. Early this morning, the area temperature was 16 below zero, with light snow predicted.
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Florida university eyes Nixon for V t
Wright Stale's vice president for student
affairs may leave Ohio for sunny skies at the
University of South Florida in Tampa.
According to The Oracle, a USF campus
newspaper, USF President Betty Castor gave
the university's equal opportunity office a list
of three candidates for USF vice president for

student affairs Dec. 20, 1993.
point. I 'm not yet decided it's going to go that
WSU's Harold Nixon topped the list.
way ... it's not decided I'm leaving Wright
Nixon said he met with Castor Jan. 5 and State," Nixon said.
will meet her again next week.
Approximately 36,000 students attend
"I' ve had a very good experience at Wright classes at USF.
State and I'm not necessarily leaving because
USF began seeking applicants for the vice
of something that happened here. At this presidential position in July 1993.

Correction

In a news story in the
Jan. 12 issue of The
Guardian ("Bumgardner
claims he is still employed
by WSU"), university
counsel Gwen Mattison's
name was misspelled.

Campus Crime Report
THEFT

nel study area under Fawcett Hall.

Jan. 7: Chris Pacetti, Huber
Heights, told WSU police his
bookbag and contents worth
$114 disappeared from a
bookbag holding area outside
the Bookstore.

Jan. 11: NutterCenteremployce
James Beard reported the disappearance of a $200 Panasonic
printer from a cabinet in a firstfloor hallway.
Kevin Jensen, Dayton, told
WSU police someone cut the lock
off his locker in 236 Nutter Center
and took $15 cash. Jensen said he
saw two suspects "acting suspiciously."
John Anderson, Dayton, reported someone cut the lock off his
locker and took credit cards and
$20 cash. Anderson gave a description of two suspects similar to
Jensen's statement.

Jan. 8: Anna Snow, a Pine
Hall resident, reported the theft
of $150 from her dorm room.
Jan. 9 Kevin Tibbs, Springwood Lane, reported the theft
of his teal green 1981 Buick
Regal, Ohio license CDV-529
from the Woods Lower Lot.
Iola Johnson, a Boston Hall
resident, told Public Safety her
wallet was taken from the tun-

Jan. 13: Rhonda Ison of Cincin-

nati reported her purse and contents (listed value: $42.95) stolen
from the concourse women's rest
room at the Nutter Center.
ATTEMPTED THEFT
Jan. 13: Eric Kimber, a Village
resident, told an officer someone
removed the passenger side door
from his 1986 Nissan truck. Michigan registration WA-0602, in the
Village parking lot and removed a
face plate from the truck's stereo.

Steven Warren. Warren told Public Safety he beat another driver to
a spot in the metered lot adjacent to
Allyn Hall. When he returned.
Warren said, he found a deep
scratch about 12 inches long on the
driver's side door of his 1992 Ford
truck.

available at press time.
MENACING
Jan. 8: A 19-year-old Cedar
Hall resident told WSU police a
21-year-old woman verbally
threatened her in a fourth-floor
Hawthorn Hall room.

DISORDERLY C O N D U C T
T E L E P H O N E HARASSMENT

C R I M I N A L MISCHIEF

Jan. 7: A 27-year-old Dayton
woman reported a woman in her
50s or 60s yelled obscenities at her
in the art gallery of the Creative
Arts Center.

Jan. 10: An Oak Hall woman
told an officer she received a
harassing call.

Jan. 7: Competition for a parking space may have resulted in
damage to his pickup truck, according to Kettering resident

Jan. 13: Police arrested a 28year-old man for disorderly conduct by intoxication in the Nutter
Center. No further information was

Jan. II: A 20-year-old
Springwood Lane resident reported telephone harassment to
WSU police.

Meetings & Events
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 19

tion and Invention." Drawings and
paintings. University Art Galler• Writing Center workshop: ies. The museum hours are as fol"Sentence Structure," 1 p.m. For lows: Tuesday through Friday 10
more information call 873- a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday and Sun4186.
day noon to 5 p.m. Show runs
• LIBNET instruction- through Feb. 6. For more informaHealth Sciences Resources, 1 tion call University Art Galleries at
p.m.. Fordham Health Sciences 873-2896.
Library.
• Biological Sciences semiTHURSDAY, JAN. 20
nar: "Molecular Characterization of the Generation and Con• Center for Teaching and
trol of Locomotion in a Para- Learning seminar: "Introduction to
sitic Nematode." 11 a.m., 103 Multimedia." 3:30 p.m., 068 Rike
Biological Sciences. Guest Hall.
Speaker: Dr. David Wright,
• Writing Center workshop:
University of Dayton.
"Grammar Review." 11 a.m. For
• Center for Teaching and more information call 873-4186.
Learning Brown Bag Lunch:
• Physiology and Biophysics
"Your Teaching/Learning seminar: "New Theory of Impulse
Style: The Myers-Briggs Inven- Propagation in Branched Axons,
tory," noon, 062 Rike Hall.
12:15 p.m., 035 Medical Sciences.
• Sculptures and paintings Speaker: Dr. Melvyn Goldfinger
exhibition, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., stu- of WSU's physiology and biophysdent art gallery. Creative Arts ics department.
Center. The exhibition runs
• TFL seminar: "Training Prothrough Jan. 23. Open Thurs- gram and Effects," noon, 240 Nutday and Friday from IOa.m.-4 ter Center.
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday
• Dayton Council on World
from noon to 4 p.m. The artists' Affairs executive briefing series:
reception on Jan. 20 is from 5 to "Economic and Political Develop7 p.m. For more information ment in China." 6:30 p.m.. Dayton
call Luhua Lei at 873-2245.
Marriott. The guest speaker wil I be
• Stanley Lewis. "Observa- Dr. Anne F. Thurston, a Peace Fel-

low at the U.S. Institute of Peace
and a China specialist.
Reception at 6 p.m. and informal dinner at 7:30 p.m. For more
information or reservations, call
229-2319.

Engineering Center lobby.
•Cityfolk: Hilton Ruiz Quintet,
8 p.m., Dayton Convention Center
Theatre. Forticket information call
223-3655.
SUNDAY, JAN. 23

FRIDAY, JAN. 21
• UCB Cinema: Dark Star, 8
p.m., 116 Health Sciences. Shown
also on Jan. 22.
• LIBNET instruction-Health
Sciences Resources, 11 a.m.
Fordham Health Sciences Library.
• Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology seminar: "Heparin Lowers Blood Pressure: A Possible
Implication in Essential Hypertension," 11:30 a.m., 035 Medical
Sciences. Speaker: Dr. Anil K.
Mandal. WSU School of Medicine.
•Seminar: "Cardiovascular Effect of Nifedipine in the Dog,"
10:30 a.m., 214 Medical Sciences
Building. The speaker will be Dr.
Melvin Johnson, dean of the college of arts and sciences at Central
State University.
SATURDAY, JAN. 22
• Engineering and Computer
Science open house, 11 a.m.. Russ

• UCB Cinema: Tatie Danielle,
7 p.m., 116 Health Sciences.
• UCB Concert: LOCO (Classic Rock) Kickolf to "'70s Week."
7:30 p.m.. Rathskeller.
• UCB Video: Star Trek, Rathskeller. Also shown on Wednesday
at noon, Thursday at 4 p.m.. and
Friday at 5 p.m.
• Wright State Student Nurses
Association meeting, noon, 210
Fawcett Hall. For more information call Nicki Steenrod at 8791694 or Katie Roidt at 878-5396.
MONDAY, JAN. 24
• Writing Center workshop:
"Essay Exam," 2 p.m. For more
information call 873-4186.
• LIBNET instruction-Health
Science Resources, 1 p.m..
Fordham Health Sciences Library.
• Physiology and Biophysics
and Science and Mathematics seminar: "Contrast: The Mechanical
Technologies of Nature and of

People." 2 p.m., 112 Oelman
Hall.
The guest speaker will be
Dr. Steven Vogel of Duke University. There will be a reception in the Upper Hearth Lounge
of the University Center at 4
p.m.
• Dayton Advocates for
Computing Women: "Women
in Engineering," 7 p.m.. Fields
Restaurant in Beavercreek.
There will be a get acquainted
time at 5:30 p.m. and dinner
will be at 6 p.m. For more information call 445-2498. during
the day.
TUESDAY, JAN. 25
• Physiology and Biophysics and Science and Mathematics seminar: "Locating Life's
Limits with Bio-porti nous Dimensionless Numbers," 11 a.m.,
144 Russ Center. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Steven Vogel
of Duke University.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds,
noon. Good Samaritan Hospital.
• LIBNET instructionHealth Science Resources, 2
p.m.. Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
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Emerald Jazz wins big at cheerleading

Joyce Whitaker, spirit coordinator for
W S U cheerleaders and dancers, said that in
its 10-year existence this is the first time
Emerald Jazz made it to the finals. "Thev
made it in a big way," she said.
According to Whitaker. close to 2,(KK)
students from about 90colleges and universities look part in the competition. She said
representatives from Stephen F. Austin University in Nacogdoches. Texas won the grand
prize ;;nd tied Emerald Jazz for first place in
the preliminaries.
Whitaker said Emerald Jazz — comprised of 16 female students of all majors —
«
photo courtesy of WSU Sports Information
qualified for finals by submitting a videoEmerald Jazz dancers pose w i t h the t r o p h y they w o n in Dallas, Texas.
taped performance of the "Raider Fight Song"

3

ampionship

By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
Wright State's Emerald Jazz pep dance
team recently took second place at the National Championship o f the National Cheerleaders Association in Dallas. Texas.
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last October. At the finals, she said, they pu>.
together a 2 1/2 to three-minute dance routine featuring jazz. pomp, technique, novelty and funk.
Compared to Wright State's cheerleaders. Whitaker said Emerald Jazz members
"just like to dance. They just do more."
She added. "They do the "pre-game rap'
with the cheerleaders and provide all the
halftimc entertainment at selected games for
both men's and women's basketball."
Because of the basketball season during
the winter months, Whitaker said Emerald
Jazz is "more busy and more in demand."
She said they also performed for the Dayton
Dynamo and the now-defunct Dayton Wings
and are usually asked to participate in various parades and expositions.
Whitaker said Emerald Jazz's practice
routines, which usually average nine hours a
week, can be rigorous. Practices and performances. she said, total 18 to 24 hours of
dancing in a week.

Fire marshal praises WSU for decrease in campus fire alarms
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Special Writer
The Fairborn Fire Department
saw a 29 percent decrease in the
numberoffire runs made to WSU's
main campus during the fall o f
1993.
Better maintenance o f fire
alarms is the main reason for the
improvement, according to Fire
Marshal Carl Day.
"Some of these calls are actual
fire calls. Wc occasional ly get real
fires at Wright State, usually a
trash can or a brush fire." said
Day.
The 1993 fall quarter brought
72 fire runs to the university; during the spring. Fairborn firefighters
made 101 trips to campus.
Day credits the university for

the improvement.

w i t h a pull station.

"The alarms have dropped o f f
as far as system malfunctions, and
the university is working hard to
correct these problems." he said.

" I f someone is caught pulling
an alarm they w i l l be dealt w i t h
criminally." said interim Public
Safety Director Steve Homan.

Day added the Student Union
was equipped with a new state-ofthe-art Simplex panel alarm.
Simplex pinpoints the exact
area an alarm sounds o f f and describes the type o f alarm: smoke

Pulling a false alarm is considered a first-degree misdemeanor,
Homan said; however, i f someone
is injured due to a false alarm, the
charge is raised to a felony.
W S U has until August 1994 to

detector, duct detector, or pull station.

clean up alarm heads and come in
compliance w i t h the new fire code
Fairborn adopted last year.
The new fire code allows three
false alarms in a year for each
building. A fourth alarm w i l l result in a $50 fine w i t h a $100 fine
for each additional alarm thereaf-

"Many o f the systems have not
been upgraded since they were
installed when the buildings were
built," Day said. Day said he plans
to assist W S U in upgrading all fire
safety equipment.
System malfunctions arc not
the only alarms set o f f at WSU.
Some are caused by tampering

The Palace Club
2346 Grange Hall Rd at Kemp (513) 4 2 6 - 9 3 0 5
urn

photo by Scott Cozzolino

ter. The fines w i l l continue until
six months pass where no false
alarms are reported.

F a i r b o r n Fire M a r s h a l C a r l D a y s a y s W S U o f f i c i a l s a r e
w o r k i n g to minimize his department's trips to the campus.
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News

BECOME A MEMBER OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT!
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD FEBRUARY 21. 22, AND 23
THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE:
P R E S I D E N T / V I C E PR ESID EN T
AND
REPRESENTATIVES F R O M T H E F O L L O W I N G S C H O O L S
COLLEGE OF HUSIM
\ N O ADMINISTRATION
C O M EGE O F E N G I N E E R I N G
> M P i n LR S C
C O L L E G E O F E D U C A T I O N Af>
IAN SERVICE
C O ! I FGF. O F L I B E R A t A R T S
.1 O l SCIFNCF. A N D M A T
- O F G R A D U A T E STUDIES
- OF MEDICINE
- OF NURSING
IACI

T I M RC

T h e G u a r d i a n is
looking for a News
S t a f f W r i t e r . T h i s is a
paid position.
A p p l i c a n t s w i l l be
expected to p u t in at
least 5 - 7 h o u r s a w e e k .
Join The Guardian
news team.
Call 873-5540 for
i n f o r m a t i o n o n this
position.

Gviardian
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sit Gvferdian
The Guardian is ponied weekly during the
regular school year and monthly during the summer. It is published by students of Wright Stale
University in Dayton. Ohio.
Editorials without bylines reflect the majority
opinion of the editorial boaid.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and
advertisements are those of the writers, artists
and advertisers
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptancc rules
established by The Guardian.
All contents contained herein are the express
property of The Guardian Copyright privileges
revert to the writers, artists, and photographers of
specific works after publication.
The Guardian reserves the right to reprint
works in future issues.

© 1994Th* Guardian
GREG BILLING — Editor In Chief
CRAIG BARHORST — Graphics Manager
SCOTT COZ/&LINO — Chief Photographer
JEREMY DYER — Circulation Manager
ROBB ERVIN — Sports Editor
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
RAISSA HALL — Advertising Manager
DAN HOC KENSMITH — News Editor
MARTHA HOWARD — Spotlight Editor
GINA YOUNG — Business Manager

A s s i s t a n t s & Staff
MARK BALSKEY — Advertising Rep.
KIMBERLY BIRD — Staff Writer
DAWNA COVERT — Production Assistant
JEREMY DYER — Events Coordinator
ELIZABETH GREEN — Advertising Rep.
DAWN E LEGER — Staff Writer
NICK MAPl.ES — Staff Writer
BECKY RUEF — Staff Writer
BILL SHEA — Staff Writer
MARK WELLS — Assistant Photographer
JESSIE WOOTEN — Administrative
Assistant

Ativigeng

JEFF JOHN — Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL — Student Media
Coordinator

Offices
Guardian offices are located in the WSU Student Union (formerly the P.E Building).
Editorial: 186-J—call 873-5535
Business: 186-K — call 873-5537
Guardian FAX line: (513) 873-5536

Letters to t h e Editor

• Letters should have the writer's printed
full name, address, daytime telephone number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
All letters are subject to editing for space and
content.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which duplicate others may be omitted.
• When responding to a story or another
writer's letter, refer to the dale and headline.
• Letters should be addressed to:
Op-Ed Editor
The Guardian
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton. OH 45435

Wright State's snow job
can be educational
JEREMY DYER
won't start The two made noises like mind-altering activity. By holding
Staff Writer
choking amphibians, but failed to start. school Tuesday, Wright State taught
A quick check of the garage showed me more in a few hours of frozen
An letter of support, for WSU's
a glaring absence ofjumper cables and misery than I would have gained in a
upper echelon:
I would like to take this opportunity I soon found
to show my support of Wright State's myself on the
bold decision to have school this week. phone with my
1 have heard from many lightweighLs very gracious
around the campus area who are furi- father who
ous with the school for keeping WSU's agreed to come
door's open despite the sub-zero tem- home.
One trip to
peratures. A typical exchange went
Sears and $40
something like this:
Enraged student: "Can you believe later we rethis *$#& school didn't close today? 1 turned home for
lessons number
think my feet are frostbitten."
Equally enraged student: "For real. two and three
WSU must think we all have heated which were...
Anatomy
garages or something."
Enraged student: "Everything else and Biology:
up
was closed today. They closed Ken- Cutting
tucky for cryin' out loud — the whole worms andfrogsand high school was week of classes.
Don't think Wright State made this
one thing, but I have to admit I never
Equally enraged student: "I know truly appreciated the inner workings of decision on a whim, I can only imagine
what you mean. Say, is that your toe my own body before witnessing the the deep thought process that was
bruises and lacerations that came from involoved.
that just fell off?"
Of course I can only estimate what trying to pry the hood of my car loose. WSU official number one: "Looks
Evidently that pesky weather had like a cold one today. Might betimeto
these students were saying as it was
difficult to hear through the gale-force managed tofreezethe lid shut and there close the school."
WSU official number two: "Didn't
it remained dewinds ripping across
spite my best at- someone say they were bringing doughthe Quad.
The point is, a lot T ) y holding school tempts to open it. nuts in today?"
WSU official number one: "Oh
Fortunately all
# E X " E D Tuesday, Wright was not lost be- yeah? What kind?"
drive to school when State taught me more cause this imme- WSU official number two: "I dunno,
,
diately brought probablyfromDunkin Eton utsor somein fact WSU should
in a few hours of frozen metolessonnum- where. But what about the weather?"
be praised.
WSU official numberone"Oh, they
If you think about misery than I would ber four.
Language: all have heated garages anyway."
it, those of us who
So bully for you Wright State. We
gosh
braved the deep- have gained in a week Golly
shucky dam. lean may not have much to take pride in
freeze, or "Mild el- of classes.
only allude to my around the Dayton area, but by gosh we
emental setback" as
language use in a can sit tall in the saddle and say "We're
the official WSU politically correct manual probably states family publication such as this but rest Wright State and we never close!"
it, were taught several valuable les- assured it was as inventive as it was
Editor's note: It was announced
colorful.
sons.
late Tuesday night WSU would not
Consider... Economics: Before to- What a revelation!
day I never knew how important it is to If I had stayed home Tuesday I hold classes from eight am. to noon
keep around spare cash for jumper would have probably surrendered my Wednesday. One can only imagine Mr.
cables if both cars in my driveway soul to the almighty Sega or some other Dyer's horror.
J i u i i ' VMIIVJ
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

KOPS aims to put additional
officers on streets
of Representatives which stands for
Keep Officers Patrolling the Streets.
The cornerstone of KOPS is a
proposal to put as many as 5,000 new
law officers on the streets of Ohio
communities within a year after enactment.
This would be
done with up to
S50 million in
unbudgeted, surplus state funds to
be distributed as
grants to local
governments for
law officers.
Under KOPS,
local communities could apply for
up to $20,000 per officer to put more
law officers on their streets.
It is our hope, however, that local
communities will use this state grant
as a local match to secure even more
money under the crime bill pending
in Congress.
Using current estimates, the Ohio
Treasury should have a surplus well
in excess of the $50 million needed
for this program.
It is our intent the program be
funded in future budgets so long
as federal funds are available for
law officers.
Nothing beats putting more
law officers in our communities
to provide some immediate reOp-Ed stands for Opinions &
Editorials. In The Guardian, the
lief from crime.
Op-Ed page consists of:
That is precisely what the
• Editorial and political cartoons
KOPS bill will do.
• Opinion columns by staff members
TheHKOPS bill takes the posiand guest writers
• Letters to the editor
tion the most violent among us
• Photographs
should pay the price with tougher
• The Guardian staff box
sentences.
The Op-Ed pages are an open
KOPS calls for life in prison
forum for the exchange of
without parole for persons conviewpoints. Topics addressed
Include issues directly affecting
victed of three violent offenses,
Wright State University, concerns
hence its description as the "three
of college students, and Issues
strikes you're out" or "three-time
relevant to the Miami Valley region
loser" provision.
and the state of Ohio.
The bill further requires that

For too many Ohioans, crime has
been a constant companion for years,
even decades. But more and more
today, crime — much of it violent —
seems to have invaded what were
once safe havens.
Schools, shopping malls and restaurants have become all too familiar
crime scenes on the local news.
No place seems safe anymore, and
citizens are screaming for help.
We have an obligation as public
officials to respond to public calls for
action.
The key question is, how do we
effectively combat a complex social
problem that has been generations in
the making?
If we knew the answer to that
question, America would not have
had 10,567 murders by handguns in
1990 compared to 68 in Canada, 22
in Great Britain and 87 in Japan.
There are no magic solutions to
our crime problem, but there are some
things we can do to make a difference.
Let me suggest as a start KOPS, a
new bill introduced in the Ohio House

What's

15-, 16- and 17-year-olds be tried as
adults if they commit a crime with a
gun.
Only if it could be proven to a
judge such an individual should be
tried as a juvenile would an exception be made.
Finally,
KOPS calls for
trying 15-, 16and 17-yearolds as adults if
they are repeat
violent offenders.
The KOPS
bill is note worthy for another reason: It would provide law officers with more tools to
do their job.
From strengthening laws dealing
with wiretaps and tracking fugitives
to prescription drug fraud and abuse,
KOPS helps make sure our laws
work for and not against our law
officers.
KOPS will receive top priority
from the Ohio House.
As proof of this, a House Select
Committee on Crime has been appointed to deal specifically with
KOPS and other crime fighting legislation.
In addition to KOPS and comprehensive sentencing legislation, the
select committee will likely consider
a House proposal to remove unnecessary steps and delays in the appeals
process in capital punishment cases.
Violent crime, for reasons we cannot ignore, has risen high on the
public agenda.
The KOPS bill is a foundation
upon which we can build solutions,
and the Ohio House is prepared to do
that.
JEROME LUEBBERS
MARC GUTHRIE
Ohio State Representatives
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Lead ...or
Leave
survey seeks
student
political input
Thefollowingsurveyissponsored by Lead... or Leave and
The Guardian. Completed surveys can be submitted at the
office of The Guardian, located
at 186-J in the Student Union.
*Are you worried about a job
after graduation? Y N
•Will you have student loans
after you graduate? Y N
•Do you think it is harder to get
a job now than it was when your
parents were your age? Y N
•Do you think the U.S. Government is doing enough to reduce the nation's deficit? Y N
•What's your number one political concern?
•Do you feel young people are
getting involved with politics?
YN
•Did you vote in the 1992Presidential Election? Y N
•Will you vote in the 1994
Congressional Election? Y N
•Do you feel the economic future of our generation isin trouble?
YN
•Would you like information
about Lead... or Leave, an organization dedicated to protecting
the economic future of young
Americans? Y N
Please leave your name, phone
number and address if you would
like more1information about Lead
... or Leave.
The results of this survey will
be publ ished and incoqxrated into
a national report. Questions?
Please call 873-5537 or write:
Lead ...orLeave, 1100Connecticut Ave., NW Suite 1300, Washington, D.C., 20036, or call 1800-99-CHANGE.
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Family remembers shooting victim
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor

Clifton added Emma decided accident'
meant a car accident, and has since shown
some apprehension about traveling by auto-

l.ike any other college senior, Donna
Clifton had big plans after graduation.
Bui the Wright Slate student ' s plans were

mobile.
" W e ' l l try to answer her questions as
best we can." Debi Clifton said. Ms. Clifton
said she keeps in touch with psychologists
for advice on dealing with (he child's grief.
Mrs. Clifton said Clifton lell instructions in her w i l l for her sister to take custody
o f Emma. Ms. Clifton said she is unable to
lake care o f her niece "for several reasons
and a provision in the w i l l names Clifton's
parents Emma's guardians in thai case.
The Clifton family w i l l soon face two

brutally interrupted by a gunshot Dee. 10.
1993.
Fairborn police found Clifton wounded
in the head following a, standoff between
officers and Wyatt Bumgardner. a former
WSU employee, at ihe Comfort Inn in Fairborn.
Paramedics rushed the 26-year-old New
Carlisle resideni to M i a m i Valley Hospital.
Clifton died there Dec 11.
A grand jury later indicted Bumgardner
on two counts each of aggravated kidnapping and aggravated murder in connection

court proceedings.
According l o Mrs. Clifton. Emma's biological father initiated custody transfer proceedings following news of Clifton's death.
Mrs. Clifton said she and her husband,

with Clifton's death.
According to Clifton's family, her penchant for helping others led her to pursue a

Darrel, w i l l fight lo have Emma remain in
their home. Ms. Clifton confirmed her
mother's statement, saying the family feels
Emma should remain in the house she lived

degree in computer science education.
"She felt if she was with someone, she
had to try to help t h e m s a i d CI i fton' s mother.
Sumiko. "She was always smiling and
laughing...full of life." Mrs. Clifton said.
Mrs. Clifton said her daughter originally

in for most o f her life.
Bumgardner goes to trial before a Greene

planned to teach history, but decided com-

contacted by the Greene County prosecutor's
office, and family members w i l l be present

puter science was more in demand.
"Donna was the kind o f person who was
very into physical fitness." said her sister.
Debi. Ms. Clifton said her sister enjoyed
running and water sports, particularly scuba
diving, which she learned at WSU.
Ms. Clifton said her sister hoped toeventually teach at a school altended by her
daughter. Emma.
Emma, who turns four years old this
month, is handling the situation well, family
members said.
"Her (Emma's) personality is just like
my sister," Ms. Clifton said. Ms. Clifton said
Emma "plays hard," but gets sad when she
thinks about her mother; Sumiko Clifton
said the two were inseparable.
Mrs. Clifton said the family told Emma
her mother's death was an accident. Mrs.

County jury Feb. 14.
Mrs. Clifton said the family has been

at the trial.
Bumgardner told The Guardian he met
C l i f t o n at W S U in ihe f a l l of 1991.
Bumgardner said he and Clifton dated sporadically until the spring of 1993. Then
Bumgardner moved intoClifton's recentlyrented New Carlisle apartment.
Mrs. Clifton confirmed Bumgardner's
statement. She said Bumgardner contacted
the family Dec. 7 and asked for permission
to marry Clifton.
Ms. Clifton said the family disapproved
ofhersister's relationship with Bumgardner.
but Clifton seemed unconcerned.
"She always fell as long as she was with
him. he would be O K . " Ms. Clifton said. She

tiny following press reports she worked as a
secretary t o a t t o r n e y J o h n R i o n .
Bumgardner's first lawyer in the shooting
case. Rion and Ms. Clifton declined to com-

declined tocommcnt further on Bumgardner.
Ms. Clifton said she received media scru-

ment on the reports.
Ms. Clifton said she hopes media cover-

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to W/SU students
Dark Star 1
237 Xenla Ave (Rl. 6#)
Yellow Springs
767-9400

Dark Star II
1410 W. Dorothy l.ane
Hills & Dale* S.C. • Keticnng
293-7307

Dark Star III
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercrcck
427-3213
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HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!
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her sister.
" I hope that people don't focus on the
horrible ending lo her life. 1 hope lhat people
remember her the way she was." Ms. Clifton
said.

BOOKS & C O M I C S
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STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE

age of the shooting and trial doesn't obscure
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DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD

photo courtesy ot Sumiko Clitlon
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NO MORE CHECKS! HIGHEST FEES IN DAYTON NEW DONORS
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations in 2 weeks S25-S20-S20-S20
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
REGULAR DONATIONS
Phone 278-8800
By weight 2 donations per week
3909 Salem Ave
RTA Bus 6
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Monday-Thursday 7am-4pm Friday 7am Saturday 7am-12 noon

THE OFFICE OF THE
UNIVERSITY
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Ombudsperson 1994-1995. A p p l i c a t i o n
packets and information available in:
192 A l l y n H a l l o r
102 A l l y n Hall A d m i n i s t r a t i v e W i n g ,
V.P. Student Affairs
Application Deadline:
T u e s d a y F e b r u a r y 1, 1 9 9 4
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Theatre production lampoons stereotypes
Theatre-goers can see
Sonja Ogletree (above) chat
with her wigs (LaTasha
Spencer and LaShawne
Meriwether, left to right) in
preparation for a breakup,
Monique Porter and Gamal
Brown (top right) smile
perpetually and Jamie West
(left) cook up laughs in The
Colored Museum. The play
begins tomorrow and runs
through Sunday in the
Celebration Theatre of the
Creative Arts Center. The
production, directed by
Sheila Ramsey of The
Human Race Theatre
Company, satirizes myths
surrounding AfricanAmericans and their lives.

Bv KIMBERLY A. BIRD
Spotlight Writer
Most black people eat fried
chicken, greens and watermelon
every night for dinner, don't they?
Wrong. This is an exaggerated,
inaccurate description and a sweeping generalization, but that might
be the impression many non-blacks
have of African-Americans.
A small group of students has
united to present a comical but
informative account of misconceptions about African-Americans.
Stereotypes and icons of AfricanAmerican popular culture are the
satirical targets when WSU Theatre presents George C. Wolfe's
play, The Colored Museum, Jan.
20-23 in the Celebration Theatre.
Eleven vignettes use comedy,
drama and music to lampoon the
myths surrounding African-American culture and create The Colored
Museum. Directed by local actress/
director Sheila Ramsey, a member
of The Human Race Theatre
Company's resident company, the
WSU production features nine African-American students.
The cast includes Gamal
Brown, Airrion Copeland, Jessica
Lucas. LaShawne Meriwether,
Sonja Ogletree. Moniqud Porter.

LaTasha Spencer. Bryan Thompson and Jamie West.
Ramsey selected the play and
said one main reason she chose this
play was the script.
"It really addresses a lot of
myths and stereotypes imposed on
African-Americans. Some are imposed and some we impose on ourself," Ramsey said.
Ramsey also said she believes
the students involved with the play
are doing excellent work.

Senior theatre major Porter describes The Colored Museum as
presenting the stories of modern
blacks torn between the legacy of
oppression and living in the present.
"You can't live in the past but
you also can't forget it," Porter
said. "It's a very funny show. It's
so funny, but sometimes in rehearsal I find myself sad because
it's so true."
Porter described the humorous
but serious nature of the play.

"We can laugh about the satire
Wolfe is poking at — dealing with
the past and at the same time trying
to forget it." Porter said. "There's
lots of things that are of black culture that make us who we are and
that arc a part of our history. And
sometimes we want to embrace it
and at the same time forget it. It's
also very funny because it's African-American — am I African or
American?
"There's certain responsibilities and culture that are true to the
African people. Do we forget? Do
we find a middle ground? But is it
comfortable for us or have we tried
to meet the standards of America?"
Although Porter seems to feel
the production raises many cultural questions, she believes the
play is both historical and humorous.
"No matter what. I think Wolfe
is saying you can't escape your
history." Porter said. "I think that's
been the pressure of some AfricanAmericans trying to fit in yet not
stripping away the African that's
inside of them.'"
Copeland. a freshman acting
major, describes the plav as a satire
of different black people's lives.
"It's a comedy; it's funny. It
gives us a chance to enhance our-

selves in the acting process as African-Americans." Copeland said.
"I really think that they (fellow
students) must understand there's
a great deal of talent within the
African-American students at
WSU."
Copeland holds Ramsey in high
regard, stating she's been like a
dream to work with.
"She's doing an incredible job
creating this play. I have so much
respect for her," he said.
Copeland strongly encourages
all WSU students to see the production. He thinks anyone will enjoy the play.
"I want everyone to see the
pla>. not just black people. Just see
the art and acting. See the comedy
of it, not just the racial element,"
Copeland said. "The art of it is
important to notice, not just the
color."
"I think there's a serious element. but if you laugh a little you' II
understand the serious element of
the play, too."
Performances of The Colored
Museum are Jan. 20-22 at 8 p.m.
and Jan. 23 at 3 p.m. Tickets are 55
for adults and S3 for students and
senior citizens . available through
the WSU Theatre Box Office. Call
873-2500 for more information.
I
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Science and math rep focuses on SG,
By MARY SAMS
Spotlight Writer
She's a fast talker, a quick
thinker and she probably knows
what you're going to say before
you do.
She's LaShawne Meriwether,
Student Government representative
for the College of Science and
Mathematics.
"There's no use sitting around
and not understanding why things
are happening to you." Meriwether
said. "It makes a major difference
in your education. I think, to understand the intricate way that the
university works."
Meriwether, a mathematics
major, became involved in SG in
1991 through the Wright Engineering Council. The following year
she served as a cabinet member, a
position to which she was appointed. Students in the College of
Science and Mathematics elected
Meriwether to her seat on the SG
assembly.
Since she represents about
1.700 students, Meriwether deals
with diverse issues. "Primarily, our
function js to relay the desires,
needs and concerns of our constituency to Student Government
in order that these needs and concerns can be dealt with in a proper
manner," Meriwether said. "Any
student affairs type issues may
come to Student Government and
it will be called for a vote."
Since she was elected in 1993.
Meriwether has focused on meeting SG's goals, one of which is to

other school." Students may participate in the mock trial by taking
PLS 399.
** It makes a major difMeriwether urges students to
ference in your educaget involved with any cluborcountion, 1 think, to undercil. especially Student Government.
"When you're on the council you
stand the intricate way
arc learning things about the unithat the university
versity that you would never learn
works."
any other way.
—LaShawne
"When I have a complaint or an
argument or a gripe, as a Student
Meriwether
Government member 1 canfindout
why this gripe exists, and know
place more student representation
w hy it exists, and if there's a possion various committees. "I was sucbility that 1 can eliminate it. I alcessful in having a student apways want to know why things arc
pointed to the faculty teaching
affecting me in a particular manawards committee within the Colner."
lege of Science and Math." she
Meriwether plans to attend
said. "I made a request and the
graduate school in 1995. "Initially
request was granted. Everything is
I wanted to become an actuary, but
not that easy."
I would like to eventually become
A more difficult goal to accoma university professor." Actuaries
plish is changing faculty evaluadeal with numbers to develop intions. "We're interested in revampsurance and pension plans.
ing that process in order that it is
If she decides to become a promore accurate and beneficial for
fessor. Meriwether said she will
both the students and the faculty."
again be involved in university
she said.
government. "I would like to conMeriwether also is developing
tribute to boards of education," she
a recruitment program to bring
said.
more students into her college. "I
Despite her interest in SG,
think that oftentimes Wright State LaShawne Meriwether. SG science and math representative
Meriwether's name may not be on
may be overlooked or looked at as
Besides from her assembly po- the ballot again this quarter. "I have
a last resort," she said. "The Sci- year the Science and Math Counsition. Meriwether pursues other other aspirations." she said. "I
ence and Math Council is arrang- cil, in conjunction with the college,
interests, such as acting. She has would like to continue to serve the
ing with area high schools and is interested in sponsoring a club
two roles in the upcoming play The university in student leadership
middle schools to go into the fair spring quarter, so students can
Colored Museum and she also par- positions."
schools and present different op- learn how to get involved inclubs."
Though she's not quite ready to
ticipates in mock trials. "We are
she said.
tions of major choices."
discuss her decisions yet. the uni"The fair is something I'm ex- given a case to analyze as the prosMeriwether also hopes to reversity
will most likely be hearing
ecution or defense." Meriwether
cruit new members for various sci- cited about and I would definitely
said. " Then we go up against an- from Meriwether again soon.
like
to
see
get
off
the
ground."
ence and mathematics clubs. "This

Sculptor's work reflects her emotions
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor

Lihua Lei, an international student
originally from Taiwan, exhibits her
clay and plaster sculptures in the
Student Gallery of the Creative Arts
Center through Jan. 23. Wilmington
artist William M. Finkel also shows
his paintings during the exhibition.

The area of the lab where Lihua Lei
creates her clay and plaster sculptures exists
as a skeletal steel warehouse; two chalky
white columns, examples of Lei's work,
stretched their limbs toward the corrugated
roof last week. Lei moved her work from
this sanctuary to the Student Gallery in the
Creative Arts Center this weekend in preparation for an exhibition that opened yesterday.
Lei and Wilmington painter William M.
Finkel will show their w ork 10a.m. to 4 p.m.
through Friday and noon to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. A reception is scheduled tomorrow from 5-7 p.m. in the gallery.
Although Finkel has been active in the
area art scene for almost 20 years. Lei completed her first sculpture just two years ago
after some of her friends, fine arts students,
gave her a piece of sculpting clay while she
was studying child welfare at a university in

**Everyone has creativity inside. We just don't
know how to let it out."
—Lihua Lei
Taiwan. Lei mounts this exhibit after only
three sculpture courses and one quarter of
planning.
"You don't need a lot of art courses if you
can tap into those innate abilities," said Tom
Macaulay, WSU professor of art. "She's a
natural sculptor."
Lei's show should prove interesting because she has had little formal training, he
added. Macaulay said he believes her
progress may inspire others with undetected
artistic tendencies to discover their talents.
"Everyone has creativity inside." Lei said.
"We just don't know how to let it out."
Lei vents her creative impulses by trans-

forming clay and plaster into figures culled
from her feelings. She said these pieces,
created from additional media such as thick
cardboard cylinders, mirrors and steel
strands, arc an expression of emotion.
Regarding critiques of her sculpture. Lei
said she always learns from others' comments. "1 respect their suggestions." she
said.
And Lei thanks Macaul y for his direction. though both artists admit Lei's work is
entirely her own. Lei said she appreciates
her instructor's great insight regarding art
and space. "I really feel very lucky to have
him as my first teacher." she said.
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blur — MODERN IJFE IS
RUBBISH * * *
This album blows the knickers
off the first blur release, leisure,
from 1991. You don't know what to
expect around the next corner or
even where the next corner is. All 1
can figure is the band picked up a
copy of The Spent Poets self-titled
1992 release.
Musically and lyrically at times
reminiscent of early Gang of Four
and Wire in its rawness, with the
awkwardness of Felt's Train Above
the City and The Pictorial Jackson
Review albums thrown in. blur's
second release leaves you withjangly
sing-along songs (lotsa la la las.
string and woodwind arrangements
— The Dream Academy's Kate St.
John sits in on Starshaped") with
lyrics like "Practice doesn't make
perfect when you're interbreeding."

1
hose from the song
"B>-.
st Please." simp'y go
tot'
follow a group of 15yeai
>wn the escalator.
Mutha'.. < >. > )ut plays a free show
tonight at Park Avenue in Columbus. USA)

Clocking in at more than 70 minutes. Modern Life is Rubbish proves
a worthwhile album to give a listen
to. Be sure to pick up the CD though,
because the guys have hidden a
couple of tracks in the programming. (JSA)
MUTHA'S DAY OUT — MY
SOUL IS WET **
Mutha's Day Out's first release
is a rock/rap-oriented album ranging in imitation from Rollins Band
to Body Count, from Red Hot Chili
Peppers to Pearl Jam. The songs are
structurally predictable: you know
when the lead singer will begin the
Pearl Jam-esque chorus, when the
solo will come in. etc.
If you're into Corporately
Hunted Imitation Music, this is for
you. Otherwise, since you probably
have five other albums that sound

TAD — INHALER ***
At a time when grunge means
Nirvana. Alice in Chains,
Soundgarden and a slew of other
commercial successes, a seemingly
unknown band has begun to thrust
through. TAD is a group that has
been in the thick of the infamous
photo by Malt Guntner Seattle scene for years now.
Mutha's Day Out appears tonight at Park Avenue in
Formed by the group's weathColumbus in support of their first release, My Soul is Wet.
ered namesake. Tad Doyle. TAD
has been a powder keg awaiting
The show is free.
like this at home, eat in the cafeteria Mutha's Day Out since the average detonation along with all the now
see "Reviews"
Kxlay.
age ofband members is 17. Butuntil
continued on page 10
Still, there may be hope for they mature, if you want to hear

News
roek-n-roll
Wed. Ladies Night from 8-1
18 and up welcome.
Thlirs. Diamond Dive into
our Pool Contest!
Fri. & Sat. Party until 5 A.M.
Sat. Night Hot Mix Party w/ 2-93

and their effect on college
campuses

Are you interested in learning
about these issues, as well as:
General Wellness
Stress Management
Eating Disorders
Alcohol & Chemical Dependency
Sexual Health & AIDS Issues?

Staff Writer
Wanted

The G u a r d i a n is
looking for a News
S t a f f Writer. This is a
p a i d position.
A p p l i c a n t s w i l l be
e x p e c t e d t o p u t i n at
l e a s t 5-7 h o u r s a w e e k .
J o i n The G u a r d i a n
n e w s team.
Call 873-5540 f o r
information on this
position.
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Sun. X-Rock Night with the best
alternative music
Mon. Monday Night at the Fights!
Tues. College I.D. Night and Z-93!
18 AND UP WELCOME SUNDAY THRU WED.

KAMIKAZE BEACH CLUB
Dayton's number one hot spot!

5 6 0 5 Old Troy Pike, Huber Heights

237-5120

When: Jan. 28, Friday 3:00 pm • 10:00 pm
Jan. 29, Sat. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
FREE T-SHIRT!
'Meals will be provided
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Registration Deadline: Jan. 26
For more information contact Amy
at ext. 3479 or stop by 067 Allyn
Hall (Student Health S e r v i c e s )
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more than just words to fill in the
bars.
Going back behind the sound
continued f r o m pace'
board to produce this heavy slab is
well-known*. Lawsuits. IRA bomb- Dinosaur Jr's J Mascis. To describe
ings and other unforeseen implica- the resulting sound in familiar'terms:
tions hav e weighed upon the group's combine Soundgarden w ith a bit of
progress, yet perseverance with the rawness of White Zombie with
former label SubPop has borne a respectable harmonies from time to
new contract w ith Gianl Records. time and you'll get pretty close to
TAD. (Jim Ingram)
The result: a third album. Inhaler.
This album is raw in its musical
PHI I A DELPHI A * * * * *
and emotional delivery from beginAnd the winner for the Best Acning to end with brief sweet interludes here and there. TAD has even tor Oscar is... Tom Hanks in Philaimplemented synthesized keyboards delphia. Be prepared to hear those
in areas that actually compliment very words at the Academy Awards
the fuzzy and murky chord progres- in March.
Tom Hanks gives what is probsions.
"Lycanthroped." "Just Bought ably the greatest performance of
the Farm" and "Paregorig" are great 1993. Hanks plays Andrew Beckett,
examples of straight-forward me- a top notch lawyer in one of Philly's
tallic riffs with a grinding rhythm largest firms. He has just been prosection. Lyrically, it's obvious to moted to senior partner and his life
until he
the ear this is not another mindless seems to be at its peak
noise band. Though not excessively discovers he has AIDS.
Beckett's firm claims he lias
poetic, the lyrics do tend to mean

become incompetent and is slack
ing off on his work; thus he is fired.
Beckett knows the true reason he
was dismissed: the firm discovered
he was gay and had AIDS, Beckett
decides to take his firm to court and
find the truth
Beckett goes to Joe Miller
(Den/el Washington) a cocky per
sonal injurs lawyer who believes
everybody has a case. Miller is reluctant to touch Beckett or even
acknowledge him because Miller
"doesn't get along well" with homosexuals.
Millerclaims he's not interested
in the case, but he can't stop thinking about what has happened to
Beckett Miller sets his prejudices
aside and does what he feels is right
—- he takes the case.
Philadelphia is a movie that explains to us homosexuals are people
just like everyone else, they share
many of the;.ante goal sand struggles
as anyone else. Through
Washington's fine performance we

see a tough, moral man who thinks
homosexuality is "sick " and he w ants
no part of it. Tb" ' loser his friendship gets with '
'be more he
learns that eve
doesn't
like the gay lilt rows to
understand then
/e they
are human and desei
ce. The
relationship between L .nks and
Washington is touching. Miller
eventually cares for Beckett and
becomes more than just his counselor - he becomes his friend
The supporting cast, including
great performances by Joanne
Woodward and Jason Robards. is
excellent, but there's no doubt
Hank's performance shines thn>ugh
this strong, powerful film.
Philadelphia is about homosexuals and AIDS, but it is also a movie
about life. It is about opening your
eves and seeing what is inside a
person. Philadelphia is a must see
film. (Antlumx Shoemaker)
STAR TRICK: THE MOTION

PICTURE *
This first installment in one of
the most popular big screen epics is
a total waste of lilnt.
The crew, headed by Captain
James T. Kirk, is on a life or death
mission in space to try to save the
Earth from an unknown menace.
The special effects in this film are
amazing, without a doubt some of
the best of the time The story, however. is dull and boring. You would
think with all the money put into the
dynamite effects tfiey could have at
least hired a decent screenwriter.
This movie is overacted, overdone and overlong (two hours and
24 minutes, the longest of the series ). This is one of those rare cases
w here the original is not bette^than
the sequels. The future adventures
of the Enterprise may make for better viewing.
Showing in the Rathskeller Jan.
25 at 11 a.m.. Jan. 26 at not in. Jan.
27 at 4 p.m. and Jan. 2H at 5 p.m.
(A ntlion v Shoemaker)
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rhle&s Edwards has NBA in mind
Former Raider resides in CBA while awaiting big time

A t h l e t e s of t h e W e e k
Men's Basketball
Sean Hammonds
W o m e n ' s Basketball
Lori Collins

The Scows

I

M e n ' s Basketball
WSU def. Western
Illinois 81-60
Valparaiso def. WSU
63-59
W o m e n ' s Basketball
WSU def. Cleveland St.
80-57
WSU def. Youngstown
St. 82-70
Men's Swimming
Ball State def. WSU
147-95
W o m e n ' s Swimming
Ball State def. WSU
169-130

Sijoiis

Jan. 20
Women's basketball
hosts Chicago St. 7:35
p.m.
Jan.21
Men's and Women's
swimmming at Xavier 4
p.m.
J a n . 22
Men's and Women's
swimming host Western
Kentucky 1 p.m.
Men's basketball hosts
Wisconsin-Green Bay
4:05 p.m.
Women's basketball
hosts Eastern Illinois
6:30 p.m.

Jan. 24
Men's basketball at
Northern Illinois 8:05
p.m.

•Bill's i little misunderstood
Neff said.
"Bill plays so easily, basketball
It's been a long, bumpy road comes so natural to him. I think
for former WSU men's basketball people percieve that as not playing
star Bill Edwards, but his profes- hard enough."
An attempt is being made by
sional career is on the rise.
When the dust cleared at the Edwards to shake loose the label.
Instead of making the journey
1993 NBA draft, Edwards wasn't
selected, with his only chance of to Europe, he currently plays for
playing in the NBA being as a free the CBA's Sioux Falls Skyforce in
South Dakota.
agent.
His minutes have been limited,
Edwards and his agent. Bill
Neff, began looking at all their but Edwards is producing for the
options, which included a tripover- Skyforce when given the opportuseas to play in Europe, playing in nity.
"He's a little frustrated, because
the Continental Basketball Association (CBA), or the dream of he's better than the guys he's backdreams, playing in the NBA for the ing up, and they're losing," Neff
New York Knicks or the Philadel- said. "Bill knows what he can do,
and unfortunately, this guy
phia 76ers.
Edwards' big break seemed to (Skyforce coach Roger Lyons) is
come when the Knicks offered him wed to a pattern of substitution."
"We've just said play the kid.
a non-guarenteed contract worth a
reported $150,000. but Edwards allow the minutes and sec what
failed to make the team and the happens. But they're in a pattern
and they're not going to change."
contract was null and void.
Since he's joined the team.
Edwards was slowed during the
Knicks camp with a fractured heel, Edwards has started 17 of 22 games,
according to Neff, but he didn't averaging 14.9 points, shooting
notify the Knicks of his injury, and 44.4 percent from the field and
grabbing 5.8 rebounds per game.
inevitably Edwards was cut.
Edwards, a 6-8 guard/small forEdwards received the worst label an NBA prospect could receive ward. has done this with limited
playing time, averaging 28 minwhen he was said to be "soft."
By ROBB KRVIN
Sports Editor

utes a game.
Neff said Edwards is frustrated
with his minutes and
blames Lyons for
not allowing Edwards to show his
talents.
"We know that
if Bill was used effectively. Bill would
be dynamic." said
Neff.
Edwards has led
Sioux Falls three
times this season in
scoring, one of
which was his season-high of 29
points against Oklahoma City Dec. 31.
He's been attacking
the
backboard, leading
the Skyforce on
me pnoto
three separate occa- Bill Edwards, former WSU basketball star,
sions in rebounding has moved his talents to Sioux Falls, SD.
with his season-high
"He's been a little bit unlucky."
11 rebounds, coming once again
Neff said.
against Oklahoma City Nov. 26.
"He's gotten a lot better and if
With the experience Edwards
is gaining during his career in the he can get a little bit stronger and
CBA. Neff fully expects him to be gets his medium range jump shots
playing in the NBA next season, if a little more consistent, he'll be in
not by the end of this NBA season. the league (NBA)."

WSU finishes road trip on upswing
anterior cruciate ligament in the
game at Youngstown State Jan. 15.
Alig, a junior, is the team capAfter a 5-6 start, the WSU tain, has led the team in scoring in
women's basketball team has found two games and was the leading
rebounder twice.
its second wind.
"This could really hurl the
The Raiders, who played nine
of their first 13 games on the road, team," said WSU assistant coach
Bob
Pruitt, "She's been a leader
wrapped up the final two road
games before returning home for a out there."
As for Hall, the 1992 Mid-Consix-game homestand.
WSU traveled to play cross- tinent Coach of the Year, she's
state rivals Cleveland St. and only missed one game due to her
Youngstown St. Even though the illness.
She still prowls the sidelines,
Raiders came out \ ictorious. the
specter of catastrophe hangs its but did miss a practice Jan. 18
because of a one-day medical trip
solemn head over the team.
WSU coach Terry Hall was to Boston. "She's a strong-willed
diagnosed with ovarian cancer this woman," said junior forward Lori
past summer. And. us disasters are Collins. "The Lord is watchingover
prone to do, calamity has struck her."
If the team needs a bright spot
again. Connie Alig, a guard, was
struck down with a possible sea- now, they don't have to look far.
The play of Collins is nothing
son-ending injury She t«>re her
By BILL SHEA
Staff Writer

short of inspired. She has been the
high scorer and leading rebounder
in many of WSU's games.
She's upped her points per game
from 9.2 last season to 14.3 this
year. Collins grabbed 14 rebounds
against Cleveland St. and scored 22
points twice, both season highs for
the team.
With the shadow of a seriously
ill coach on their shoulders, the Raiders took on Cleveland St. at
Goodman Arena in Cleveland Jan.
13.
WSU pillaged the Vikings in
this one. ripping off 18 fastbreak
points to just two forCSU in a 80-57
Raider rampage.
Collins hit fourof seven threepointers on her way to a 21 -point
effort.
WSU had four players in double
figures, while the Vikings had just

The last stop for WSU before the
big homestand was Youngstown St.
This game also saw four Raiders
in double figures, including junior
Tracy Nixon with 16 and sophomore Anita Jurcenko who scored 13
in the 82-70 win.
More importantly, the win put
WSU at 3-3 in the conference standings.
The Raiders' next game, against
Chicago State, is the first in a welcome six-game homestand.
"We're worn out." said Collins,
"but we'll be able to win the rest of
our games."
Pruitt concurred. He said WSU
might be able to put together its first
four-game winning streak under
Coach Hall, who beg n coaching at
WSU in 1990.
The Raiders prepare to continue
the streak against the Cougars Jan
20 at the Nutter Center.

Raiders fail to hold off Crusaders
Missed free throws in the second
half does Wright State in once again
By NIC K M A I M I S
Staff W r i t e r
Air raid sirens could be heard
going o f f the night of Jan. 17 at the
Valparaiso University Athletics
Recreation Center, and the Wright
State Raiders were the victims.
The V a l p a r a i s o Crusaders
crushed W S U w ith their three-point
attack late in the game to win 63-59
in front of a hostile crowd of3,462.
Senior guard Casey Schmidt
led the Valpo attack with 18 o f his
["0 points coming in the second
half, including four 3-pointers.
Schmidt nailed the final target
when he hit from the left wing with
1:04 left to give the Crusaders a61 -

The Crusaders' short team surprisingly held senior 7-foot center
Mike Nahar to eight points and
shutout sophomore forward Dclme
Heriman.
The beginning was a different
game as W S U jumped out of the

59 lead.
WSU then tried to counter with
a three-pointer by Andy Holderman to give the Raiders the lead,

gate 14-4, led by a Nahar dunk and

but the bomb from the right corner
missed with 33 seconds to play.
After a time out. the Raiders
seemed to lose track of the time
and failed to foul the Crusaders
until there were 2.4 seconds remaining.
Then Lance Barker nailed both
free throws, sending the " Z o o
Crew" (Valparaiso's student fans)

to the bench and got a spark from
freshman guard Jamie Sykes. He
nailed a couple jumpers to start a
15-8 run that closed the gap to 2219 with 4:55 left in the first half.
From there, the t w o teams
traded baskets in the final three
minutes as the Raiders maintained
their three-point advantage at half-

home happy and ending W S U ' s
winning streak at three, dropping
them to 5-10 overall and 2-2 in the
Mid-Continent Conference.
The win put Valparaiso at 9-3
overall and 4-0 in the Mid-Con. o f f
to its best start since the 1986-87
season.

layup.
Since Valparaiso was o f f the
mark from three-point land, it went

time. 30-27.
W S U was also the recipient o f
some needed help as freshmen Rick
Martinez and Rob Welch scored
eight and six points, respectively,
in the first half. Martinez shot
down two three-pointers, including an N B A three as the shot clock
expired.

But then the
Raiders defense
fell asleep, and
David Redmon,
w h o had 2 0
points f o r the
game, scored a
layup as the first
half ended.
Raider leading scorers for
the game were
seniors Sean
Hammonds and
Andy Holderman with 15 and
11 points.
W S U plays
Jan. 22 at the
Nutter Center at
4:05 p.m. as the
Raiders try to
cool down a hot
WisconsinGreen
Bay
squad that defeated league foe
Cleveland St.,
78-56.

photo by Scott CozzoNno
M i k e Nahar s h o w e d his s t r e n g t h against W. Illinios, s c o r i n g 26 points.

Wright State overpowers
the Leathernecks
Unlike most of WSU's previous games. the Raiders used a
strong second hal f performance
to down Western Illinois. 81
60.
"The Dunking Dutchman"
was resurrected Jan. 15 as senior center Mike Nahar dominated the inside for WSU.
Nahar scored 26 points, hit ting 8-13 shots from the field
and all 10attempts from the free
throw line, and grabbed eight
rebounds.
Nahar scored 17 of hisgamephoto by Scott Cozzolino
S e n i o r A n d y H o i d e r m a n h e l p e d W S U s h o o t d o w n W I U , h i t t i n g f o r 3 of 5 in t h r e e - p o i n t e r s .

higli 26 points in the second

half.
Giving Nahar a breather at
times was sophomore reserve
center Jason Smith.
Although playing only 12
minutes in the game. Smith
made mutiple contributions,
scoring 10 points and pulling
down six rebounds.
W S U led 37-33 at halftime.
but the Raiders opened the second half with a7-()run.all seven
scored by Nahar.
Senior guard Andy Holderman went 3-5 from three-point
range, scoring 13 points.
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Dieter leads WSU
women swimmers
Her effort wasn't enough as the
really good bond," Dieter said. "It
really helps when a team is close." Cardinals downed WSU 169-130.
In women's I -meterdi ving. Amy
Dieter is happy this is her last
Hutchinson and Karen l .esh took
When asked if she sees herself year, but a little sad just the same.
first
and second for WSU with
"I'll miss it. but it has been wona leader, WSU swimmer Amanda
derful." she said. "If I hadn't red- 257.55 and 253.50 points.
Dieter laughs.
The men's team didn't fair any
"The freshman probably think s,hirted. I would never have met all
better as Ball St. outscored the Raid
'She's so old. Why is she still these people, like the freshmen. I'm
ers 147-95.
glad 1 got the opportunity."
swimming?'." she said.
WSU's Jim Josbcrger set a
After graduation Dieter plans to
At 22, she is far from being old.
Lewcllen AquaticC'enterrccord with
go
to
graduate
school
and
gel
her
It may seem that way though,
a time of 1:52.97 in the 200-met«r
since Dieter has been swimming masters in Communications, possibackstroke.
competitively since the age of bly at Ohio State.
TimO'Neillfinishedfirstin both
Both tfie WSU men's and
seven.
the 50 and 100-yard freestyle with
A senior majoring in Organiza- women's swim teams resumed actimes
of :22.03 and 49.04.
tional Communication, Dieter tion Jan. 15 at Ball St.
Both the men's and women's
Dieter finished first in the 50chose Wright Slate because. "I
teams will be back in the water Jan.
wanted to go where my brother yard freestyle with a time of 24.48.
21 at Xavier, then return home to
went," she said. "Through him 1 and first in the 100-yard freestyle in
host W. Kentucky at 1 p.m. Jan. 22.
got to know the coaches, so swim- 53.22.
ming at WSU was the choice,"
Swimming, she said, takes a lot
of hard work and dedication. Not
only do they practice twice a day,
every other day, but the team also
WSU's # 1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
lifts weights, runs stairs, and other
100's of New Issues each Month!
exercises to keep in shape.
1000's of Back Issues i
When asked about the ten-day
FREE Comie Book Subscription Sorvieo
training trip to Arizona, Dieter was
10% Discount to WSU studants
pleased with the results.
Just 3 miles south of WSU on
Dark Star III • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
N Fairfield Road !
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek
"The team as a whole trained
427-3213
great," she said. "As for me, it's
probably the best I've ever trained
in my career."
Injuries don't make things any
easier, and Dieter has tendinitis in
both shoulders.
"It's hard sometimes, but I think
about how little time is left so 1 put
The Guardian n e e d s w r i t e r s f o r all
it behind me and keep working,"
departments. For more i n f o r m a t i o n call
said Dieter.
873-5535 o r stop b y The Guardian i n t h e
Her favorite events include the
n e w S t u d e n t Union.
50-yard freestyle and the 100-yard
freestyle, because she said, "I enjoy
the freestyles better."
As for competition, she says,
OSU and LSU were tough.
"The freshman have a lot of talent, but our team is small," said
Dieter. "Even so, I'm excited for
THE DAYTON ART INSTITUTE
Mid-Con and I think we can do well.
Spirits are really high." The WSU
women's swim team is the defendTHE FRIES PERFORMING
ing Mid-Continent Conference
FRIDAY, JANUARY 21,1994
Champions.
The coaching staff for WSU is
6:00 - 10:00 P.M.
also a big asset according to Dieter.
Complimentary
Hors d'oeuvres
"Coach (Malt) Liddy is a really
Cash Bar and Rockin' Live Entertainment
good coach all around." she said. "I
wouldn't have made it to the NCAA
Admission S5 Per Person/Museum Members Free
last year without him. not in a
For More Information, call (513)223-5277
million years. He looks out for the
456 Belmonte Park North
athletes and that is important."
When she's not swimming or
practicing. Dieter spends her free
time with her family. At practice
she trains with Rhonda Goodpaster.
"Rhonda's tough, and we have a
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Special Writer

D A R K STAR
BOOKS&COMICS

Writers

NBD Bank

llffllllM

photo by Scott Cozzolino

WSU women's swimmer Amanda Dieter with brother Chris.

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma

p plasma alliance
' '«0pto Hoping Peop*"

Mon-Thurs 7:00am - 9:00pm
Friday 7:00am - 7:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 4:00pm
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio
RTA Bus 22
ID Required.
Proof of Age.

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation
Up to $90.00 in just two weeks
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tor saw*, tuytofc rwOm. mrt c irn-ytt** ***. r«u |wt a n t MM int

*3 For Sale
Camera for Sale - Minolta Maxxuin 91X10.
motonlrive. 2flashes,flashgrip.28-80 and
"5-200 f/2 S lenses S17(H) worth- sell
separately (total SI l(X)> or all for $899.
Ton* 435-9815 or 87.1-55.15

General

Spring Break' Best Trips & Prices'
Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days S279!
Includes 12 meals and 6 free parties'
Panama City room with kitchen 8 days
SI 19! Cancun and Jamaica with air frr
Columbus X days from S469! Daytona
SI49! Key West $249! Cocoa Beach
$159! 1-800-678-6.186

Help Wanted

FOUND: Set of keys in The Guardian
office Fall Quarter. Call Karyn at ext.
5559 to identify & claim.
Spring Break' Panama City' 8 days
oceanview room with kitchen $119'
Walk to best bars' Includes free discount
card - Same $50 on cover charges! I -800678-6386
Are you planning your Spring Break?
Beautiful ocean front view, large suites
with private balcony on the beaches of
Daytona Beach. Boca Raton. Ft.
Lauderdale, and thousands of other
locations. Suites are fully-equipped with
kitchen and bath Sleeps six(6)
comfortably. Bathe in luxury for 7 days/6
nights for less than $350 for your entire
group of six(6). Limited vacancies. Call
today toll free for more info. 1-800-7721555 Mention this ad and receive a $300
gift certificate. Ask for Larry Tate.

Celebrating 10 Years as
WSU's Choice for Comics.
Scl-Fl, and R.P.G's.

BEACH Spnngbreak Promoter, Small or
large groups. FREE trips and CASH. Call
CM! 1-800-423-5264.
Personal assistant needed ASAP for Winter
Quarter. 15-20 hrs per week. For dressing,
bathing, personal hygiene and grooming. S5
an hour. Call Matt at 873-6242.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING tarn up to
$2.000+/mo. working on Cruise ships or
[.and Tour companies. World travel
(Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer & Full Time employment
available. No experience necessary. For
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext
C5570
be female - must have reliable
transportation- hours flexible - S6 ,00/hr If interested call 427- 2329

BOOKERY FANTASY & COMICS

The Dayton Area's Leading Buyer of Comics
19J0S-1960S

BETWEEN OAYTON 1 SPRWGFiE ID
. CONVENIENT ?0< '3 1-75* l-STS
• NEXT TO WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
• 5 KNUTES FROM Aln FORCE MUSEUM
S WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
We rent Japanlmatlon,
Schlock, and cult videos!

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leadei Inter Campus Programs 1-800Positions Open at The (luardiun!
Archivist. 1.vents Coordinator, t Jp-Ed
Editor. News Editor, Circulation Manager
and Advertising Representatives Salaries
and work hours vary for each position
Stop by Ihr (ititmluiii in the New
Student I uioii (just past the New
Hook •.tore) and fill out an application! Or
call us at 873-5537

I OP PAY BARMAIDS Apply in
pei son Wed-Fri after 9pm Electric
Factory Night < lub. 906 Watertower
Lane. West Carmtlion. We feature
I.adies Nights fuesday. Thursday.
Saturday Karoakc Wednesday Euchre
card tournament Sunday's 3 pm Also
Electronic
"op a slio! basketball,
pinballa: <
•' Diverse music.
Fun. r.ioc
' etne Factory
Nightclub
EARN $500.
kly sniffing
envelopes at lion
long SASE to:
Country Living Shop, .. Dept 136. PO
Box 1779. Denhant Springs. LA 70727

Earn $2500 and Free Spring Break flips!
Sell only 8 trips and <io Free! Best Trips
and Prices' Bahamas Cancun. Jamaica.
Panama City! Great Experience' 1-800678 6386'

Wanted Sales personts). Commercial
signs, good commission. «ork your own
hours, contact small businesses in greater
Dayton area' Apply 1464 North Broad
Street. Fairbom 6am-6pm.

AA Cruise and Travel Jobs Earn $2500/
mo + travel the world FREE' (Caribbean.
Europe. Hawaii. Asia!) Cruise lines now
hiring for busy holiday , spring and
summer seasons, lasting Service! Call
(919) 929-4398 ext 66

Care giver My home 1-3 days/week
For 5 1/2 y ear old daughter and X month
old son S4-S5 per hour. Ow n
transportation. References. Start ASAP.
298-6437 after 6:00

Accepting applications for factory work
Full and part-time available. Please apply
in person. Ali Industries. Inc . 611
Yellow-Springs-Fairfield Road. Fairbom.

QiDrnnk Drives!
1-800-GRAB-DUI

OHIO DEPARTMENT Of PUBUC SAFETY

Renting
Brick home to share Forest Ridge, quad
level. 2 1/2 baths, two refrigerators,
appro*. 5 miles to WSU. ample parking
Call Joan 233-4672
AMY APARTMENTS. VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE— Adjacent to Area B.
WPAFB. 4.8 mi. to WSU. I Bdrti dlx.
ww carpet. AC. 600 sq ft: ample, lighted
parking: quiet, secure area, on-site w/d.
Mgr 8i maintenance »11 & #23 RTA bus
out front. Unfurnished—$330 per month.
Furnished—$340 per month.

Services
Students: Act now to cut next year s cost:
with sources of private financial aid
Minimum 5 guaranteed. Call 1-800-8342549 ext. 13 for details. Don't delay.

ra Personals
Do you need a DATE? Try calling the
best national dateline available! People
all over the country contact us. Gel to
know them Call now! 1-900-787-6673
ext. 570 Only $2 per min. Must be 18 oi
older.

Runyour own
companyat26.
We're looking for a few good college students and graduates who can
fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tall order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something .10 civilian job offers you at 26.
If you think you're a real company person, see your —
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.
1-S00-MARINES.

OPPORTUNITIES TO
SUIT EVERY TASTE
China Coast Restaurant is Opening in Vandalia
When it comes (o good food - and great opportunities - no one does it better
than General Mills Restaurants, Inc. With such successes as The Olive Garden
and Red lobster going strong, we are now launching our newest concept,
China Coast, it's new, it's inncwative, and it's another winner We have a variety
c ' oppctunlties available - one is bound to suit your taste.
• Ho*t*/Ho»»e*»es
• Walter*/Waitresses
• Bartenders
• Apprentice Wok Cooks
• Prep Cooks
• Line Assemblers
• Server Assistants
• Dish Machine Operators
• Cashiers
You'll fino great pay, excellent benefits, and plenty of room to grow as
we do Find out more. Apply In person dally from 9am-6pm beginning
Monday, January 17 or call (513) 864-0124 for an appointment.

China Coast
7580 Poe Avenue
Vandalia, OH

An Eq-al Opportun e Employer

Marines

The Fe*. The Prood. The Marines.
Be a mentor for life. For more information see First Lieutenant
Marty Valence at Allyn Hall, 10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.,
20 January 1994 or call 800/338-0741.
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PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PUZZLE
For further

>»/«»/•-rid.',MM nhmil

F'rc.tr Corps, unit

But

-V

Dy Mark Paris

KEEPERS.' 3 T S GETTING PRETTY THIN..
rAAVBE I F I COMB SCW£ OZONE WQN\
HERE.

off the mark

Wail Africjn nation about halt
the sue of Illinois, the coastal
which was once used

D

1. A beverage made generally by
percolation, infusion or decoction
from the roasted and ground beans
of a plant of the same name.
2. An olfy flammable bituminous liquid
that this country must import.
3. Title of the chief eiecutive in a
parliamentary system.
«. Ocean on which this country lies.

b y Mark Parisi

TRy OUR REV0LUT)0\fARy POuR-bLADr
SHAVING sysT£/^i! ~mr FIRST BLADE
DISTRACTS THE" WHISKER WHILE MSK&OP
BLADE6RA8S 7HF WHISKER & THE THROAT...
THF M P BLAX RANCHES I T IN TWF
STOntCH... AMP iHFjtoUSy BLADE SWEATS
UP AND CU7^> THAT SUCKER OPP /

DC 20526

Solve the four numbered purale words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

W A R N I N G * STUDIES

SHOW OUR C I G A R E T T E S
/V\AY C A U S E C A N C E R

©R8immi

I

Wgahin^lw

!* than 80 nations around the

& Games

off the mark
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W A R N I N G - IF7MEYDO,
I C A N S U E V O U FOR
A BUNDLE

I MMHI Services

TARE A BREAK!!!

I

If you like p e o p l e w h o m a k e t h i n g s e a s i e r f o r you,
t h e n you'll love t h e W S U P h a r m a c y .

&

- We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can drop by on your lunch
break or on your way home. We also have voice mail to leave refill orders.

JL WSU Pharmacy

• We carry many high quality generic substitutes (i.e., Lederle, Parke-Davis, Abbott, Geigy, and Wycth)
that we use in tilling over 40 percent of the prescriptions we dispense, which gives you a choice. These
generics save you up to half the cost of the name brand medication.

You will receive 4oz of Guituss
DM(Similar to Robitussin DM™) good
with refill or new prescription.

• We carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-to-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you specially usually with
next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the phone or in person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family.
• Our QS1 computer system is in over 4,000 independent and chain stores across the USA keeps a
permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction information, checks all new
prescriptions against others on your patient record for potential drug interactions and checks all new
orders against the patient history for potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned in anytime we are not in the
pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies via a modem a s you
wait: Western Ohio, PCS, PAID, Medimet, HMR Ohio Blue Cross, Value Rx, N.RA., RE.R.S.,
S.C.R.S., The Dayton Area Health Plan Aetna, Community Mutual, APS, DayMed, Catapiller and PHR
• We further do manual submissions for Ohio Medicaid, Greene and Clark Counties General Relief and
The Bureau of Workmans' Compensation.
• We generate receipts that you can use with insurance companies where the patients file the claim (i.e.,
WSU student insurance, Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!
Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. white Health Center.

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL15.1994 '

± WSU Pharmacy Z

I

You will receive 100 asprin
tablets good with refill or new
prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

1
1

'

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15. 1994 '

JL WSU Pharmacy JL

I

You will receive 100 Acetominophen
tablets 325 ma (Similar to Tylenol™)
good with refill or new prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

1

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15.1994 J

.v WSU Pharmacy

to 5:30 pm M-F

You will receive 50 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with refill
or new prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

!

;

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15.1994 '

I WSU Pharmacy IJWSt'

You will receive a free box of 12Hour
Antihistamine Nasal Decongestant
(Similar to Drixoral) good win rer>ll or
new prescription.

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

I
\

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15. 1994 ,

I
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WSU scientists study Miami Valley underground composition
By GIN A VERA GOMEZ
Special Writer
Researchers at Wright State have
now compiled a comprehensive set
of data on what lies underground in
the subsurface of the Miami Valley.
It's ail part of a research project
being conducted by Robert Ritzi
and David Dominic of WSU's Department ofGeological Sciencesand
Center for Groundwater Management.
"The overall goal of this research
is to better understand the distribution of subsurface maierialsand their
influence on the movement of
groundwater and pollutants." said
Ritzi.
Ritzi said that the subsurface of
the Miami Valley is a highly complex mixture which was formed
16.000 to 25,000 years ago when
glaciers filled in a pre-existing river
valley.

"The subsurface materials would
be sand/gravel and clay/silt. We talk
about those as different categories
because the sand/gravel is very porous and can be used as an aquifer
while the clay/silt is very impermeable and prevents the movement of
pollutants from gelling into the aquifer," said Ritzi.
Dominic said the distribution of
subsurface materials is known in
locations where wells have been
drilled but in areas where information does not exist geoscientists must
statistically predict the distribution
of materials.
"With the data that we have it
would be impossible to draw an
accurate picture of what is in the
subsurface. That's where we start
using geostatictics tofillin the information in between the points." said
Dominic.
The project seeks to improve
geostatistical methods by combin-

ing the available information w ith a
geological understanding of how the
materials were deposited.
With new techniques and data
Ritzi and Dominic hope to create a
model or geostatistical anatomy of
the Miami Valley.
Ritzi and Dominic said that underslanding the subsurface composition is important to the area because cities obtain all ihe drinking
water for the area from a 150-mile
underground aquifer.
"The problem is through the earlier parts of this century people didn' t
realize that landfills would leak out
and pollute 'he water. Thai things
they dispose of would make their
way underground and eventually
pollute underground water," said
Ritzi.
Dominic and Ritzi said the data
they arc developing will be useful to
all those concerned with the wellbeing and clean up of the aquifer.

About a dollar a slice.

Thin crust peppetvni Extra cheese Xo anchovies.

including the City of Dayton, the
U.S. Environmental Protection
v. Wri ght-Patterson A ir Force
•any others.
Wright-Patterson Air
Fo,
have a problem with
orj..
nts that made their way
into tl,.
-urface. Years ago. nobody had a good enough understanding of what happens when you
dispose of things in the subsurface.
But now they're having to deal with
it and clean it up," said Ritzi.
"There are problems w ith those
kinds of solvents and there are problems with jet fuels that have escaped
from thcircontainersandexist in the
subsurface. And down at the southern end there's another Department
of Energy facility (Fernald Uranium
Plant) where they process uranium.
They've got uranium in the groundwater and a lot more in the soil with
the potential to get into the groundwater," Ritzi added.

Ritzi and Dominic also see their
research being useful to areas across
the continent with similar glacial
deposits and to those interested in
glacial geology, climate and earth
history.
"Not only do our results help
you predict what you will find at
specific locations but it tells you
something about the way it was deposited. It tells you about the history
of the ice advance and retreat," said
Dominic.
Dominic said that the advance
and retreat of ice sheets is partially
controlled by climate and WSU researchers now think climate shifts
are sharp.
"They change over very quickly.
This is interesting with people worried about carbon dioxide levelsand
global warming." said Dominic.
The project began in June 1993
and is funded for two years by the
National Science Foundation.

About a dollar a day

The Macintosh LC 475 4/80. Apple Color
Ptus 14" Display, Apple Kriboarl II uml mouse

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now, with this spe- January 28,1994, yourfirstpayment is deferred for 90 day's. Its an
cialfinancingprogram from Apple, you can buy select Macintosh" and incredible deal no matter how you slice it. So why should you buy an
PowerBook' computers for about $30* a month. Or about a dollar a Apple" computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. t
day. (You could qualify with just a phone call.) And if you apply by
he New Apple Computer Loan

For all of your computer needs visit Computing Services, 035 Library Annex or call 873-4827
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and financing,

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
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